
PT60 Narvalo 
Windows CE Mobile Computer

Reasons to buy: 

✴ A complete Windows CE6 package including cables 
and charge cradles at an attractive price.

✴ High speed reliable code reading from a mega pixel 
camera.

✴ A 3800mAh battery for average 11 hours use.

✴ Strong housing capable of 1.2m drops, sealed to 
IP54.

✴ 32bit processor plus Micro SD memory storage up to 
32GB.

The PT60 Narvalo is one of the most competitively priced 
Windows CE6 packages in its league. The latest in a 
successful line of Windows operating systems, it's well 
proven and capable of giving exceptional performance 
day after day. An on board megapixel camera delivers 
fast, reliable scanning of 1D and 2D barcodes and a high 
capacity 3800mAh battery allows 11 hours of use 
between charge cycles.

To top it off, the Narvalo is designed to be resilient and 
withstand drops of up to 1.2 meters without damage. If 
you're looking for Windows based mobile computer that's 
fast, reliable and has memory storage of up to 32GB, the 
PT60 Narvalo is an excellent choice.

Product Overview: 
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PT60 Narvalo 
Windows CE Mobile Computer

Built for Windows
The Narvalo has been designed to work 
exclusively with Windows CE operating system, 
meaning it can support and integrate with various 
working environments seamlessly. Snappy and 
quick, it also offers a fantastic user experience.

Out of the box readiness
From the moment users receive the Narvalo they 
can open up the box and get started. After a short 
and simple configuration progress, the device is 
ready to go and scanning can start immediately.

Less weight, more comfort
Weighing a little over 300g, including the battery, 
this is one of the lightest mobile computers on the 
market to date, bringing all day comfort to any 
operation. What’s more, the physical keyboard with 
clear 3.7inch touchscreen allow users to navigate 
the device with ease.

Uninterrupted Productivity
For a powerful device, the Narvalo can run for a 
surprisingly long time in-between charges, up to 11 
hours of scanning on a single charge. The powerful 
3800mAh battery charges quickly, and a spare one 
can be kept in the cradle so users always have a 
full charge to hand. The Narvalo works hard to 
meet the demands of the market, both today and 
tomorrow.

Key Features:

Ideal for…
Transport and logistics - Warehouse back office - Retail back office - Manufacturing - Healthcare
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